Call For Papers - Spring 2019

Logos, The Undergraduate Philosophy Journal & Club is soliciting paper submissions from undergraduates for its Spring 2019 journal publication. Papers will be evaluated for publication on the basis of a blind peer review, and cash prizes in the sums of $300, $150, and $50 will be awarded to the authors of the first, second, and third place papers respectively.

In terms of the criterion for evaluation, papers with well-established thesis, unique insights, cogent arguments and great originality are especially valued.

Paper submissions must meet the following requirements:

- Must address a topic in philosophy
- Must not exceed 30 pages in length (12pt font, double-spaced)
- Must include an abstract (the introduction to your paper is a good place to start) at the beginning of your submission
- Follow the Chicago Manual of Style, although other consistent formatting will be considered
- Include your name, year of study, college, and major in a separate attachment (do not include author information anywhere within the submission)
- You must be a registered undergraduate at the time of submission
- Only one submission per author will be accepted
- Submissions should be sent to journal.logos@gmail.com

Submissions are due January 1, 2019
Visit https://orgsync.com/72275/chapter or email journal.logos@gmail.com for more information